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• Animate: to give life.
• Computer animation: “life” given by presenting a sequence of

still images (frames) in rapid succession:
If frames presented at sufficiently high rate human eye-brain perceives
them as smooth motion or animation

• Minimum rate required for smooth motion ≈ 12 fps:
Below that, motion appears jerky

• Generally required fps is not constant; it depends on speed of
movement of the objects as well as on illumination parameters

• History 19th century:
Celluloid film (Goodwin 1887)
Kinetoscope (Edison, 1893)
Cinematograph (Lumiere, 1894)

Introduction 
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• History 20th century:
Enchanted Drawing & Humorous Phases of Funny Faces (Blackton, 1900)
Fantasmagorie (Cohl, 1908)
Little Nemo (McCay, 1911)
Most cartoon animation was performed by tweening, the drawing of
frames in-between key-frames; replaced by computers using interpolation
techniques
Tron and Star Trek (1982)
Tin Toy (1989)

• Animation finds important applications in visualization
• Computer animation created by altering a multitude of

parameters that affect change between frames
• Typical example: Observer parameters, position of objects within

the scene, characteristics of the objects (color & size)

Introduction (2) 
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• Parameters encoded in a large # of animation variables
• Impossible for an animator to define every animation variable for

every frame; animation control methods have been developed
• Examples: Procedural & representational methods for animating

rigid bodies & skeletal animation for animating human-like or
animal-like characters

• These methods use common low level techniques such as:
Interpolation,
Collision detection &
Motion blur

• Higher level animation control methods examined:
Rigid body animation
Skeletal animation
Deformable models
Particle systems

Introduction (3) 
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• Procedural animation: Refer to the encapsulation of the
animation of an object in a procedure:

Animation sequences can automatically be generated, often in real-time
Particle systems: Largest subclass of procedural animation
Rigid body and Skeletal animation: Can also be done procedurally
Behavioral animation: Subclass of procedural animation where objects
determine their own actions, taking into account their environment

• Animation Examples:

(a) Sequence of frames of a face 
changing expressions

(b) Frames of a moving observer 
sequence

Introduction (4) 
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• A lower layer of tools:
Interpolation techniques:

Means by which computer takes over the task of tweening
Collision detection:

Essential for realism by detecting when moving objects collide so
that appropriate action can be taken

Anti-aliasing in time (Motion blur): essential to most animations
Morphing:

Allows smooth transition from one graphical object to another (in a
# of frames) & is the successor to the well known effect of cross-
fading in traditional motion pictures

Low Level Animation Techniques
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• Before:
Experienced animators create key frames:

Significant changes in the animation variables (direction of motion)
Less experienced animators do the tweening work:

Fill the in-between frames to reach the desired frame rate (fps)
Tweening is less costly than keyframing

• Today:
Animation uses interpolation to do the tweening work automatically
Extreme values of the animation variables are specified by the user
Values of animation variables are linked to frames of the animation:

Since there is a 1-1 mapping between frames & time, animation variables are
linked to time

Use parametric functions f(t) to interpolate the animation variables
between extreme values, e.g. v0 & v1, which become the interpolation
control points

Interpolation, Keyframes & Tweening
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• Tweening between key-frames at t0 & t1:

• Care must be taken in selecting the variables to be interpolated :
Importance of animation variable selection, e.g.: Choosing (a) the endpoint
and (b) the rotation angle as animation variable

Interpolation, Keyframes & Tweening (2)
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• Interpolation is based on a parameter t representing time
• Interpolation functions pass through the interpolation control

points, so f(t0) = v0 , f(t1) = v1 for some t0 , t1

• Simplest form of parametric interpolation: Linear interpolation:
(17.1)

• Linear interpolation is used frequently:
When more advanced change is required we employ more complex forms
Example: Smooth path of an object NOT moving in a straight line could
be described better by a function such as Bezier

• Quadratic Bezier function interpolates between control values v0
and v2 using an extra value v1 as an attractor:

(17.2)

Interpolation, Keyframes & Tweening (3)
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• The nth degree Bezier function interpolates between v0 & vn using
n-1 attractor values vi, i:1..n-1

These values attract the interpolation toward them & exert their max
attraction at the i/n values of t

• Functions of parametric curves X(t) are good interpolation
functions:

Their tangent vector X'(t) defines velocity useful when used to describe
motion
The arc length travelled along such a curve function can be computed by
integrating velocity

• Arc length travelled is not proportional to the time parameter t:
Can not use constant differences of t to get constant arc lengths of travel
Reparameterization of a curve function by arc length s is required

Interpolation, Keyframes & Tweening (4)
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• Points on curve for constant differences of the parameter t and,
after reparameterization, for constant differences of parameter s:

• Reparameterization by arc length NOT possible for every curve
function:

Pre-computed set of arc lengths si for points on the curve function can be
used

Interpolation, Keyframes & Tweening (5)
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• Arc lengths between points on a curve:

• Then point p’ on the curve function that corresponds to arc length
s’ can be approximated by linearly interpolating the points of the
2 nearest arc lengths si & si+1 ( si ≤ s’ ≤ si+1):

(17.3)

Interpolation, Keyframes & Tweening (6)
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• Suppose we express an arbitrary rotation as a synthesis of 3 basic
rotations

• Animate this by gradually incrementing θx, θy , θz problems:
1. Rather difficult to estimate basic rotation angles that make up the

required rotation about an arbitrary axis
2. Encounter a “twisting” motion, as the rotations are applied sequentially

& the object seems to rotate alternately about the 3 axes
3. Encounter a phenomenon known as gimbal lock

Interpolation of Rotation
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• Solution: Use a composite rotation matrix about an arbitrary axis
• Better Solution: Use quaternions
• Quaternion rotation is more stable, requires fewer calculations &

consecutive rotations can be handled in a smooth way
• Two extreme positions of the rotation can be represented by 2

unit quaternions:
corresponding to the initial position and

corresponding to the position after rotation by θ around
the given axis with direction

• Linear interpolation between these 2 quaternions will not produce
expected smooth rotation between the 2 positions:

Instead a motion that would accelerate towards the middle

• Geometrically, unit quaternions representing rotations lie on the
surface of the 4-D unit hypersphere linear interpolation
interpolates on the chord through them (see )

Interpolation of Rotation (2)
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• Smooth interpolation of the rotation can be achieved by
performing spherical linear interpolation (slerp):

Interpolation on the surface of the 4D unit hypershpere, along the great arc
between q0 & q1

• (a) Linear interpolation (b) Spherical linear interpolation

• Slerp is given by the formula:
(17.4)

with ω = θ / 2 the angle between the two quaternions

Interpolation of Rotation (3)
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• Interpolation of rotation using spherical linear interpolation

• Slerp solves problem of smooth interpolation of rotation between
2 positions adequately

If a motion involves consecutive rotations around different axes:
Applying successive slerps between consecutive quaternions produce a
sharply changing motion, just as successive linear interpolations between
consecutive points produce a polygonal line

• Problem can be alleviated by using smooth spherical curves:
Similar to Bezier curves but employs spherical linear interpolation instead
of linear interpolation

Interpolation of Rotation (4)
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• Interpolation of rotation using quaternions:
Eliminates the problems of traditional animation of rotation

• Since rotations are expressed directly using an axis and an angle:
Intermediate angles are straightforward to compute (slerp) & their
application yields the expected result

• Furthermore:
“Twisting” motion & gimbal lock are not an issue rotation is performed
in one step and not as a sequence of basic rotations

Interpolation of Rotation (5)
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• Collision detection finds applications in computer animation
Approximate solution is often preferred over a slow solution

• Collision detection libraries save a lot of implementation time
• Collision detection between N objects:

Solve the 2 object problem O(N2) times
Optimizations are possible for special cases by exploiting time coherence:

Most scene objects change little or predictably between frames

• Consider here the basic 2 object collision detection problem
• Solving collision detection problem:

1. Compute, for each moving 3D object, its 4D extruded volume consisting
of the spatio-temporal set of points occupied by the moving object

2. Collision between 2 objects exists iff their extruded volumes intersect

Collision Detection
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• Collision example:

• Computation of extruded volume for a general object is not a
simple task

• Two simplified approaches have therefore been developed:
1) Consider sweep volume by disregarding time parameter

Sweep volume of a 3D object consists of the 3D spatial points defined by the
motion of the object
Intersection of sweep volumes is necessary but not sufficient for a collision
To be sufficient relative motion of the 2 objects must be considered
(complicated)

Collision Detection (2)
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2) Sample discrete points in time & test for a collision between the two 3D
objects themselves

If sampling points are chosen too sparse a collision can be missed
If they are chosen too dense the computational cost rises sharply
Solution: Perform adaptive sampling, by selecting as next temporal sampling
point the one at which a collision can possibly occur
Simple adaptive sampling strategy: Relate a lower bound on the distance of
the two objects to an upper bound in their relative velocities

Collision Detection (3)
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• A basic intersection test between polyhedral objects must be used
in the inner loop

• For 2 convex polyhedral objects with m & n vertices this costs
O(n+m) time, as the problem reduces to detecting the existence of
a plane that separates the convex hulls of 2 sets of points

• For general polyhedral objects with convex faces:
Collision test can be replaced by a check for intersection of boundaries of
the 2 objects

• Intersection of boundaries: Examine each edge of one object with
every face of the other object for penetration:

Costs O(nm) optimizations are possible

• For general case of arbitrary polyhedra: difficult.
One way is to decompose the general polyhedra into their convex parts

Collision Detection (4)
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• Collision tests are expensive as they have to be repeated for every
object pair & every frame

• Bounding volumes are commonly used to quickly decide if 2
objects A & B potentially collide

• In animation:
Bounding volumes are often extended to enclose the extruded volume in
4D space or the sweep volume in 3D space

Collision Detection (5)
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• Fast moving objects produce the streaking effect:
Caused if the shutter speed of the camera is slow relative to the speed of a
moving object & hence captures it at a continuum of positions

• Known as motion blur
• Eye operates in similar way motion blur is not annoying

Temporal Antialiasing
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• In computer animation the situation is different:
Each frame is created for a point in time that corresponds to an infinitely
high shutter speed, or infinitely small exposure time

• Effect is that moving objects appear “jumpy”:
They seem to move in a discrete way across frames

• Known as temporal aliasing
• Occurs because the frames of a computer animation represent a

discretization of time
Like pixels of a frame represent a discretization of space in the generation
of still images

• Another occurence of temporal aliasing: Wagon wheel effect
A turning wheel whose image is sampled at a discrete rate, can appear to
be rotating slower, backwards or not at all
Occurs because brain merges successive positions of the spokes based on
the minimum distance between them

Temporal Antialiasing (2)
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• If wheel is rotating just below fps rate appears to be rotating
backwards

• If it is rotating at exactly the fps rate appears static
• If it is rotating just above the fps rate seems to be rotating

much slower than it actually is

Temporal Antialiasing (3)
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• To reduce temporal aliasing:
Increase sampling rate (fps). Often fixed, beyond the control of the
animation producer
Use temporal anti-aliasing techniques: Effectively introduce motion blur
to computer animations

• Temporal anti-aliasing is similar to post-filtering in spatial anti-
aliasing:

Main difference: Performed in the time dimension

• The steps are:
1. Sample at k times the desired fps rate creating virtual frames Iv

2. Low-pass filter the virtual frames to eliminate high frequencies causing
temporal aliasing

3. Re-sample the virtual frames at the desired fps rate to produce the final
frame If

Temporal Antialiasing (4)
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• Virtual frames (all frames) & final frames (black frames):

• Low-pass filtering achieved by a 1-D convolution filter h :
E.g.

• A typical convolution operation is performed:
Filter weights are multiplied by the virtual frames & summed to produce
the final frame:

(17.5)
• As in spatial anti-aliasing, k is chosen odd have a middle

sampling point on the final frame
• Weights of convolution filter must be normalized:

Temporal Antialiasing (5)
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• Morphing: transforms a graphical object into another
General: the graphical objects to which it can be applied range from
images to surface models, to volumetric models
Can be used on its own right or as a component that facilitates the smooth
transition between graphical objects in higher level animation techniques

Morphing
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• Morphing is the successor to cross-fading, a traditional motion
pictures technique which gradually fades one image into another

• Morphing involves the change of both the shape & the visual
attributes and is applicable to graphical objects (not just images)

• For images, morphing can produce more convincing results than
cross-fading

• Morphing uses warping, a unary function that changes the shape
of a graphical object

• Given a graphical object G whose shape is represented by a set of
points s in n-D space ( ), the warp function W produces a
new set of points defining the transformed shape, s’ = W(s)

• Morphing: Binary function taking 2 graphical objects as input &
producing another graphical object as output

Morphing (2)
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• Let G1=(a1,s1) & G2=(a2,s2) be 2 graphical objects, their shapes
represented by s1 & s2 , their attributes by a1 & a2

• Morphing between G1 & G2 can be split into 4 steps:
1) Feature specification: Corresponding features on G1 & G2 are

determined, usually manually. Let f1 & f2 be the corresponding feature sets
2) Warp: Shapes s1 & s2 into s1’ & s2’ based on interpolated set of features f ’
3) Blend: s1’ & s2’ define an intermediate shape s*
4) Combine: a1 & a2 for s*, producing a* & thus a new graphical object

G*=(a*,s*)

Morphing (3)
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• At feature specification stage, corresponding features of the 2
graphical objects are established:

Usually involves the user specifying pairs of corresponding points, lines or
curves on the two graphical objects
Some automated methods for feature specification also exist

Morphing: Feature Specification (4)
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• Warp operation W: s → s’ transforms a shape according to a
transformed set of features f ’

f’ is the result of interpolating f1 & f2 & the warp transforms s1 & s2
according to f’

• Many ways of defining W:
Barycentric mapping
Field-based mapping
Multi-pass spline mesh

• Barycentric mapping:
f1 & f2 are corresponding point sets
A triangulation is computed on these point sets
Then a point p in s1 maps to a point p’ in s1’ with the same barycentric
coordinates relative to the triangle that contains it
Let p = b1 v1 + b2 v2 + b3 v3, where v1, v2 & v3 are the vertices of the
triangle of f1 feature points that contains p in s1

Morphing:Warp (5)
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Then p’ = b1 v1’ + b2 v2’ + b3 v3’. where v1’, v2’ & v3’ are the
corresponding f ’ feature points
Similarly for s2

• Field-based mapping:
Features can be points, vectors or more complex shapes
Each pair of corresponding features defines a different mapping for a point
in s1

Final mapping computed by considering the fields of all feature pairs,
weighted by such parameters, as distance from the feature & size of the
feature
Example:

(17.6)

Morphing:Warp (6)
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The final mapping for p, taking all feature vectors into account, is:

(17.7)

where bi is the weight of feature i & can be defined as:

(17.8)

Field-based mapping is not one-to-one
Therefore it is possible that some regions of the new graphical object G*
will be undefined use a reverse mapping from G* onto G1 & G2

For example, in the case of images the pixels of G* are mapped onto pixels
of G1 and G2

Morphing:Warp (7)
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• Once s1 has been forward warped to s1’ & s2 has been backward
warped to s2’ necessary to blend s1’ & s2’ in order to produce
the intermediate shape s*

Not always straightforward as the 2 shapes may differ in characteristics
such as topology & genus differences addressed by blending techniques

• For images, blending step can be omitted
• Finally attribute sets a1 & a2 are combined into a* & assigned to

regions of s*
• Combination usually involves interpolation & the attributes to be

combined are determined from the established correspondences in
the topologies of G1 & G2

Morphing: Blend & Combine (8)
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• A static graphical object G1 can be morphed into another static
graphical object G2 over time:

Repeat the latter 3 steps of the morphing process for interpolated values of
the features, generating animation sequence G1, G*t1, G*t2,..., G2

Circled objects represent the morph sequence:

Morphing: Animation (9)
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Morphing: Animation (10)
• A dynamic graphical object G1,t0, G1,t1, G1,t2, ..., G1,tn can be

morphed into another dynamic graphical object G2,t0, G2,t1, G2,t2,
..., G2,tn:

Repeating all 4 steps for corresponding instances of dynamic objects &
generating a new dynamic graphical object:

which progressively moves away from the 1st & approaches the 2nd

graphical object
First index of G* represents the morph distance from G1 & G2,
corresponding to the interpolation factor for the feature sets

Graphics & Visualization: Principles & Algorithms                             Chapter 7 37
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• Morphing Dynamic Graphical Objects:

Circled objects represent the morph sequence:

• Morphing has been widely studied due to its many applications:
Not limited to animation special effects but include medical imaging, lens
distortion correction and accelerated rendering

• Several generalizations have also been proposed:
Morphing between more than 2 graphical objects

Morphing (11)
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• Rigid body animation: Use rigid transformations of objects to
create animation sequences

Rigid transformations: Subclass of affine transformations made up of
translations, rotations and combinations of them
Rigid body transformations do not deform objects

• Central issue: Motion planning
Refers to specification of the trajectory of an object & of such physical
parameters as velocity and acceleration along the trajectory
Related to path planning, a well researched area in robotics which aims to
find a collision-free path for the movement of a robot
Complex problem objective to decide if there exists a collision-free
path which moves a polyhedral object from an initial to a final position in
an environment of static polyhedral obstacles

• General case: Object to be moved consists of a set of polyhedra
linked together at certain vertices:

Mover's problem is PSPACE-hard

Rigid Body Animation
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• In motion planning desirable to ensure continuity of motion &
to be able to specify physical parameters along the trajectory:

Continuity can be established by using a continuous parametric curve
(Bezier or B-Spline)
Such curves are not parameterized by arc length not directly possible to
define physical parameters, such as velocity
If arc length reparameterization is not simple for a specific curve resort
to interpolations on a pre-computed table of arc lengths

• Frameworks to reduce tediousness of specifying trajectories and
provide realistic motion

Allow animator to specify the what of a motion & they fill-in the how of
the motion using a physical model
Employ a set of physical constraints leads to solution of a system of
equations

Rigid Body Animation (2)
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• Let q(t) be a state vector that describes the characteristics of
motion of one or more objects at time t

• Differential motion behavior can be described by:
(17.9)

where F is the physical model
• Motion characteristics at time t are obtained by integrating F:

(17.10)
where q0 is the initial state vector at t0

• Recently, such systems have become interactive, allowing
animator to edit the parameters of motion at desirable points
along the trajectory. The system then re-estimates a physically
plausible motion

Rigid Body Animation (3)
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• Geometric entities can be linked in a hierarchical manner to form
a scene graph tree

Objects can be linked in a chain of control to make the motion of one or
more geometric elements dependent on the motion of a parent entity, thus
creating a kinematic chain
Child nodes are animated relative to their parent’s local coordinate system
Actual motion of each node in a kinematic chain is determined by the
transformations on all higher nodes in the hierarchy
This particular modeling can be very advantageous for the animation of
articulated and linked or hinged objects

• Usefulness of a hierarchy of kinematic chains as a tool for
directly modeling the animation control layer of objects (rigging)
is limited to rigid bodies

• Most models to be animated are deformable bodies with no
discrete parts (character animation), performing a complex
motion by deforming a continuous mesh

Skeletal Animation
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• Skeletal animation: Primary animation method for characters or
other deformable articulated structures

• A polygonal mesh (skin) is animated by moving the individual
vertices that it consists of according to the motion of a hierarchy of
nodes linked in a kinematic chain: the skeleton

• Nodes are called bones & are rigidly transformed relative to each
other, defining an articulated motion in time

• Vertices of the skin are associated with one or more bones using
weights

Weights define how motion of each bone affects a particular vertex
If vertex v follows the motion of bone Ji weight wj is 1 only for j = i

• When skin vertices are associated with one bone each resulting
animation of the skin resembles the motion of rigid connected
bodies & creates unnatural-looking folds & stretched polygons

Skeletal Animation (2)
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• Achieving more realistic result
Each vertex should depend on the motion of multiple adjacent bones &
therefore needs to have more than one non-zero weights wj

Sum of all weights wj for a vertex v must equal 1

Skeletal animation (Figure):
(a) Rigging of an animated
character mesh (skin) with a
bone system
(b) Weight variation of skin
vertices between bone x and y
(c) The character skin in motion,
under the influence of the bone
kinematic chain transformations

Skeletal Animation (3)
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• Efficiently creating a skeletal animation sequence
Bones are placed inside the skin at the same reference frame & then
connected to form the skeleton

• During the construction of the skeleton & assignment of weights,
the polygonal mesh represents the rest pose of the model:

Used for the skinning procedure & chosen in such a way as to facilitate the
easy adjustment of weights

• Initial assignment of vertex weights:
By choosing the closest bones to a vertex & taking the normalized distances
of the vertex from them as the corresponding weight
All other dependencies are assigned a zero value

• For bipeds:
Most convenient pose to create a model for skinning is the crucifixion pose
with the legs spread out, because it ensures minimal interference between
different parts of the mesh

Skeletal Animation (4)
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• How is the motion of a vertex v derived from the corresponding
animation of the kinematic chain ??

Focus on a single dependency between v & a bone Ji

Local coordinate system of a bone Ji in rest pose is defined relative to its
parent bone Ji-1 according to a rigid transformation:

(17.11)
By recursively applying all consecutive transformations up to the root bone
J0, we get the WCS coordinates of bone Ji in rest pose:

(17.12)

where o is the WCS origin

Skeletal Animation (5)
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• If the orientation of a bone does not participate in any calculation
skeleton can be frozen at the rest pose in which case only the

offsets Ti are required in (17.11) & (17.12)

Rigid transformation calculation for an animated kinematic chain
and skin vertices:

Skeletal Animation (6)
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• Length of the bones remains fixed only part that differentiates
the pose of a joint relative to its parent at an arbitrary time is an
extra rotation ΔRi relative to the rest pose

• Αnimated joint location J’i is expressed with regard to its parent
according to the transformation

(17.13)
• As in (17.12), animated bone J’i is expressed relative to the origin

of the WCS
(17.14)

• Τo calculate the new position v’ of vertex v on the skin mesh in
WCS coordinates express the point in the local reference frame
of the bone that it depends on

(17.15)

Skeletal Animation (7)
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• Then apply transformation (17.14) to the relative position &
obtain the altered location of the dependent vertex at the given
time

(17.16)

• A vertex depends on more than one bone of the skeleton
matrices Fi Ai

-1 of the nodes are combined according to assigned
weights wi to produce a single transformation that is then applied
to the original point on the skin:

(17.17)

where

Skeletal Animation (8)
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• Skeletal animation: Tool for real-time animation & photo-realistic
rendering

• Incremental bone rotations ΔRi can be calculated either by
forward or by inverse kinematics

• Alternatively
Indirectly estimated from new locations of the joints, when the end
positions are available via motion capture of body markers on actual
moving persons or animals

• In forward kinematics:
Local coordinate system of each bone of an articulated object is determined
by the cumulative transformation (17.14) using as input the rotational
parameters of the rotation transformations

• In inverse kinematics:
A terminal bone called end-effector is set to the desired pose relative to the
WCS & the parameters of the bone rotations are estimated by solving a
system of equations of bone offsets & angular velocities

Skeletal Animation (9)
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• For animation, one of the possibilities includes the deformation
of B-spline curves & surface patches & their generalization to
non-uniform rational B-spline curves and surface patches

• Animators modify the shape of these types of curves & surfaces
primarily through manipulation of their control points

• Geometric design & animation is difficult because of the indirect
nature of the operations involved & of the need to also execute
further operations on the resulting entities to make them
smoother & more fair

Physically-Based Deformable Models
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• Τo address these restrictions: Physically-based deformable models
Couple geometric modeling methods with physically-based laws & result in
dynamic geometric models

Can respond to concentrated and distributed forces in a natural and intuitive way
Allow easy generation & animation of complex sculptured shapes with
inherent smoothness & fairness

EXAMPLE:
• In the case of curves, an example partial differential equation of

motion under the influence of distributed forces, suitable for shape
generation and animation is:

(17.18)

Physically-Based Deformable Models (2)
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where:

• Above partial differential equation can be solved numerically
efficiently using the finite element method & results can be
rendered for visual feedback

Physically-Based Deformable Models (3)
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( , ) :      position vector of the curve at parameter  and time  
( ) :  mass density at parameter 

( ):    damping factor at parameter 
( ) and ( ) : simulate the elastic curve restoring f
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=
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                                        coefficients related to bending 
                                        and tension effects respectively 
( , ) :       external force at parameter  and timu t uf e  
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                  approximating arc length. Subscripts  and  denote first 
                  and second partial derivatives 
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• Generalization to curved elastic or plastic models of surfaces &
solids is possible

• Deformable surfaces can be idealized in terms of a set of distributed
linear elastic springs resulting in a discrete formulation

• Animation applications involve:
Nonlinear motion of cloth & garments,
Hair
Fracture of solids
Propagation of cracks
Simulation of fluids
Particles
Free surfaces with gravity waves

Physically-Based Deformable Models (4)
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• No previous technique can realistically animate fuzzy objects
(fireworks, smoke, water or clouds):

Shape cannot be easily described mathematically and changes seemingly
randomly over time

• Particle systems were developed exactly for this purpose
• Initial application: Animation of wave of fire spreading along the

surface of a planet in the Star Trek II movie
• Phenomenon animated as a particle system is represented by a

number of individual particles, each having its own set of
attributes (position, velocity, color, transparency, shape & size)

• Particles are animated procedurally
Attributes evolving over time according to rules that attempt to simulate
the behavior of the system

Particle Systems
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• For each frame:
1) New particles are generated and added
2) Each new particle is assigned its initial attributes
3) Particles that have exceeded their lifetime are removed
4) Each current particle is assigned new (updated) attributes
5) Current particles are rendered to produce the current frame

• To create “fuzziness” above steps are implemented with
random variables

• For frame f, a random variable X used for any of the attributes of
a particle takes the value:

where Xmean is its mean value, Xvar is its variance
rand() is a random number generator

Particle Systems (2)
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( ) ( ) ()· ( )mean varX f X f rand X f= +
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• Xmean & Xvar may also vary between frames
• Particles may be rendered in many ways, depending on application

Given large number of particles that make up a system, each particle can be
rendered as a point light source
Alternatively, particles may be rendered as short colored lines (fireworks)
Finally, one may render each particle as a 3D object like a sphere; in this
case the complete lighting and shadow calculations need to be applied to
each particle, resulting in high computational cost.

• Enhancing realism of a particle system apply spatial &
temporal anti-aliasing

Particle Systems (3)
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• Water is emitted from a
nozzle at angle α0 from the
ground

• Each water particle starts off
at a random angle:

with a random initial velocity:

• Motion analyzed into 2 components:
A vertical one which is subject to the effect of gravity
A horizontal one which is constant

producing the parabolic trajectory of the particle until it reaches
the water surface

Particle Systems: Example
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0 ()· varrandα α α= +

0 ()· varv v rand v= +
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• Position of the particle over time is given by:

• For a frame at time t, the above relations provide the position of
the particle & may be used to animate the particle system

• Model can be made more realistic
if the color of the particles changes over time
if the particles are allowed to jump over when they reach the water surface

Particle Systems: Example (2)
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  ( ) cosx t v tα=

21
2( ) si n y t v t gtα= −
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